OCEAN VIEW JUNIOR HIGH
4300 Olds Road
Oxnard CA 93033
Tel: (805) 488-6421 Fax: (805) 488-4132
March 18, 2021
To whom it may concern,
I am writing this letter to strongly recommend Nelissa Pulido for the Principal Scholarship at Santa Clara
High School. Nelissa is an exceptional student, athlete and member of the Oxnard community. While we
have paused academic awards during this past year due to the pandemic, Nelissa earned multiple academic
recognitions during her sixth and seventh grade years at Ocean View Junior High. In addition to earning
quarterly awards at our Honors Assembly for her high GPA, Nelissa earned an award for maintaining a 4.0
GPA throughout multiple quarters of seventh grade (the highest academic achievement awarded at our
school). Nelissa is a dedicated student, and her passion for learning is evident in the quality of her work,
her ability to manage multiple tasks at once, and the way that she actively seeks out feedback and
opportunities to improve.
In addition to her commitment to academic excellence, Nelissa positively contributes to both the school
and greater community in multiple ways. In seventh grade, Nelissa was awarded “Most Welcoming” by
her teachers. She works hard to ensure that all students feel included in our campus community, and she
actively makes classroom spaces more inclusive by speaking out against bias. As a passionate soccer
player, Nelissa not only plays an important role on her soccer team, but also participates with her team in
community service activities such as cleaning up parks and other local areas. She positively contributes to
each community of which she is a part, and demonstrates strong leadership skills in all areas.
I give Nelissa my highest recommendation, and I am happy to provide further details as needed.
Sincerely,

Caitlin Krier
8th Grade English Teacher
Ocean View Junior High Mission Statement
Learn with Enthusiasm
Teach with Pride
Respect the Dignity of All

